Film: Jurassic Park

Questions are in order as they appear in the film.

1. Pay attention to the rocks at the Dominican Republic amber mine. How did the amber get into those rocks? Be specific.

2. In the Badlands of Montana, a dinosaur skeleton is unearthed. How did the skeleton get into that kind of rock?

3. Dr. Grant describes to a student how a velociraptor goes about getting food. Explain in detail how and where he came by this evidence.

4. Notice the three types of trees behind Nedry. What kind of climate would this probably be?

5. As the helicopter flies in, examine the island the park is located on. How did it form? What is your evidence?

6. To his amazement, when Dr. Grant sees his first living dinosaurs, some dinosaur theories immediately become fact. List them. (Listen to him carefully!)

7. What present day animal group is the birth of the velociraptor most similar to?

8. Dr. Ian Malcolm states that "dinosaurs had their shot at surviving, but nature had selected them for extinction." Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Explain.